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Abstract

In the context of ongoing climate and biodiversity crises, mixed forest stands
are increasingly considered as a sustainable management alternative to mono-
cultures. We developed a new individual-based and process-based forest growth
model, PDG-Arena, to simulate mixed forest functioning and test ecophysio-
logical interactions among trees in mixed stands. The model builds upon of a
validated ecophysiological stand-scale model and integrates tree competition for
light and water. We evaluated the simulation performance of PDG-Arena us-
ing annual growth data from 39 common beech and silver fir monospecific and
mixed plots in the French Alps. PDG-Arena showed similar performance as the
validated stand-scale model when simulating even-age and monospecific forests,
and significantly better performance when using structure-diverse and species-
diverse inventories. It also showed a significant positive effect of species mixing
on gross primary production, canopy absorbance and transpiration. Our results
thus show that tree-level process-based models such as PDG-Arena, formally sim-
ulating interspecific interactions, are needed to better understand and simulate
the functioning of mixed stands.
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1. Introduction

Understanding how forest ecosystems function is a crucial step for develop-1

ing forest management strategies adapted to the challenges of global change,2

particularly climate change (Bonan, 2008; Lindner et al., 2010; Trumbore et al.,3

2015). In this context, mixed forests, in comparison with monospecific stands,4

have received increasing attention due to their documented ability to maintain5

key ecosystem services while enhancing stand resilience (van der Plas et al., 2016;6

Seynave et al., 2018; Messier et al., 2022; del Río et al., 2022).7

However, the physiological functioning of mixed stands is still poorly under-8

stood (Forrester, 2014; Forrester and Bauhus, 2016). In particular, if species mix-9

ing seems on average to increase stand productivity in comparison to monospe-10

cific stands (a phenomenon known as overyielding) (Liang et al., 2016; Zhang11

et al., 2012; Vilà et al., 2007; Forrester and Bauhus, 2016; Piotto, 2008), this12

trend depends on stand structure and species composition (Zhang et al., 2012;13

Ratcliffe et al., 2015), as well as abiotic conditions (Ratcliffe et al., 2016; Toïgo14

et al., 2015). Regarding the effect of diversity on the resistance of stands to15

drought episodes, the literature shows heterogeneous results (Grossiord, 2018).16

Indeed, the direction of the effect seems to depend on the species composition17

- and particularly on the species respective strategies in reaction to water stress18

(Pretzsch et al., 2013; Mas et al., 2024; Jourdan et al., 2020) - as well as on19

environmental conditions (Grossiord et al., 2014; Forrester et al., 2016; Pardos20

et al., 2021).21

Stand structure, particularly tree density and size variability, can act as a22

confounding factor in the diversity-functioning relationships (Metz et al., 2016;23

Dănescu et al., 2016; Cordonnier et al., 2019; Zeller and Pretzsch, 2019). To24
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better understand the processes underlying these relationships, it is therefore25

important to separate the effects of mixing related to differences in stand struc-26

ture (age, size, diameter) from those related to differences in the physiological27

functioning of species (crown architecture, water strategy, nutrient use, etc.)28

(Forrester and Bauhus, 2016).29

Furthermore, the types of interactions observed in a mixture may be of a30

different nature (Forrester et al., 2016), which could give rise to contradictory31

effects. For example, an increase in the amount of light captured in mixtures32

- e.g., through crown complementarity and plasticity, see Jucker et al. (2015) -33

could lead to an increase in gross primary production, but also in transpiration,34

with a potentially negative effect on drought resistance (Jucker et al., 2014).35

Forrester (2014) proposed a conceptual model to account for the mechanisms of36

interaction between diversity, functioning and environment. In this framework,37

interspecific interactions resulting in reduced competition for a given type of38

resource generates beneficial effects for individuals when this resource becomes39

scarce.40

Assessing and predicting the functioning of mixed stands therefore requires41

detailed knowledge of interspecific interactions. This knowledge must be based42

on interactions between individuals and on the ecophysiological processes un-43

derlying these interactions, i.e. the processes determining competition for light,44

water and nutrients (Pretzsch et al., 2017; Grossiord, 2018). Furthermore, a45

detailed understanding of the physiological mechanisms governing the diversity-46

functioning relationships in forests is all the more necessary as abiotic and biotic47

conditions, in which tree and species interactions take place, are and will be48

transformed by global change (Ammer, 2019).49
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Although experimental and observational systems are necessary for studying50

the biodiversity-functioning relationship in forests, they are limited by their sample51

size, measurement completeness and number of confounding factor that can52

be controlled (Bauhus et al., 2017). Modeling can virtually overcome these53

limitations, subject to the assumptions contained in the model, which depend54

to a large extent on our ecological knowledge as well as on the availability of55

climatic, pedological, silvicultural and physiological data. This approach has been56

used to put forward hypotheses to explain overyielding in mixing. For example57

Morin et al. (2011) showed with simulations that overyielding could be explained58

by the diversity of species traits related to shade-tolerance, maximum height59

and growth rate (although other explanations were not ruled out). Simulations60

also make it possible to virtually assess the stability of the productivity of forest61

mixtures while testing numerous community composition (Morin et al., 2014),62

even under unprecedented climatic conditions (Jourdan et al., 2021).63

The literature (Korzukhin et al., 1996; Cuddington et al., 2013; Morin et al.,64

2021) depicts a spectrum going from empirical models, based on relationships65

calibrated from observations between final variables such as productivity and66

explanatory variables (rainfall, sunshine, etc.), to process-based models whose67

final variables are computed using explicit elementary processes (photosynthesis,68

transpiration, phenology, etc.). For some authors (Fontes et al., 2010; Cud-69

dington et al., 2013; Korzukhin et al., 1996), process-based models, because of70

their supposed greater versatility, seem more relevant for simulating ecosystem71

functioning undergoing climate change. As a result, they now play an important72

role in research into the functioning and predicting of forest ecosystem dynam-73

ics (Gonçalves et al., 2021). When it comes to simulate mixed stands, models74
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that simulate elementary processes theoretically have a better ability to repro-75

duce the mechanisms that lead to interspecific interactions, bringing us closer to76

understanding them (Forrester and Bauhus, 2016).77

Among process-based models, a distinction is made between individual-based78

models, e.g. Jonard et al. (2020), and stand-scale models, e.g. Dufrêne et al.79

(2005). Several biodiversity-functioning studies in forests have highlighted the80

importance of tree-tree interactions in defining the nature of interspecific inter-81

actions at the stand level (Trogisch et al., 2021; Jourdan et al., 2020; Guillemot82

et al., 2020; Jucker et al., 2015). Thus, the individual scale appears relevant for83

representing the key mechanisms that govern the functioning of mixed forests84

(Porté and Bartelink, 2002). Finally, process-based and individual-based mod-85

els have the ability to distinguish the effects of competition between individuals86

with different functions (mixing effect) and the effects of competition between87

individuals of different sizes (structure effect). So far, few models are able to88

simulate mixed stands by taking advantage of both physiological mechanisms89

and the individual scale (Reyer, 2015; Pretzsch et al., 2015).90

Here we present PDG-Arena, a new individual-based, process-based, forest91

growth model. Our model was developed to observe the stand scale properties92

that emerge when trees of different species and size compete in a given environ-93

ment. It was therefore built: (i) from elementary physiological processes using94

the stand-scale model CASTANEA (Dufrêne et al., 2005) and (ii) by integrating95

elementary interaction mechanisms among trees, notably competition for light96

and water. PDG-Arena is designed as an extension of Physio-Demo-Genetics97

(denoted PDG), a model developed on the Capsis modeling platform (Oddou-98

Muratorio and Davi, 2014; Dufour-Kowalski et al., 2012).99
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The performance of PDG-Arena was evaluated using annual growth data from100

a monitoring network of monospecific and multispecific stands of common beech101

(Fagus sylvatica L.) and silver fir (Abies alba Mill.). Firstly, we tested whether102

PDG-Arena, despite increased complexity, accurately reproduces the performance103

of CASTANEA when both models are run under comparable conditions. Sec-104

ondly, we evaluated PDG-Arena’s performance in different conditions in terms105

of stand structure and species diversity. Lastly, using PDG-Arena, we evaluated106

the net biodiversity effect (i.e. the effect of species mixing) on carbon, light and107

water processes.108

2. Materials & Methods109

2.1. Model description110

2.1.1. From CASTANEA to PDG-Arena111

PDG-Arena was developed as an extension of PDG (Oddou-Muratorio and112

Davi, 2014) with the aim to simulate the functioning of a diverse, multispecific113

stand. PDG is an individual-based and spatially explicit model that combines: (1)114

the process-based model CASTANEA to simulate tree ecophysiological function-115

ing, (2) demographic processes allowing to model tree survival and reproduction116

and (3) a quantitative genetics simulation module accounting for the heritability117

and intraspecific diversity of key life history trait of the CASTANEA model. While118

PDG is built with the idea of simulating the evolutionary dynamic of functional119

traits, PDG-Arena is designed to simulate ecological interactions between trees.120

CASTANEA is an ecophysiological forest growth model that simulates the121

dynamics of homogeneous stands (Figure 1a). Among others, it has been pa-122

rameterized and validated on common beech (Fagus sylvatica L., Dufrêne et al.,123
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2005) and silver fir (Abies alba Mill., Davi and Cailleret, 2017). CASTANEA is124

composed of five equal-sized leaf layers that perform photosynthesis based on125

stomatal conductance and on the level of radiation received by each layer, which126

is determined using a horizontally homogeneous, multi-layer, radiation model.127

The resulting gross primary production, minus autotrophic respiration, is then128

allocated into the leaf, fine root, coarse root, branch, trunk and reserves com-129

partments (Davi et al., 2009). The amount of leaf transpiration is determined by130

net radiation, stomatal conductance as well as ambient temperature and vapor131

pressure deficit. The stomatal conductance, limiting photosynthesis and tran-132

spiration, is controlled by soil water stress. Lastly, leaf phenology is controlled133

by day length and mean temperature. The temporal scale of the processes in134

CASTANEA are the same in PDG-Arena, as shown in Table 1.135

Table 1: Temporal and spatial scales of physical and physiological processes in PDG-
Arena.

Tree level Stand level

Hourly level

Photosynthesis Ray casting
Respiration Soil evaporation
Crown transpiration
Crown evaporation

Daily level Water interception Water balance
Leaf phenology
Carbon allocation

Yearly level Tree growth

The existing model PDG considers isolated abstract trees, simulating the dy-136

namics of each of them using stand-scale CASTANEA processes. All quantitative137

physiological variables in CASTANEA and in PDG are related to the stand soil138

surface: eg, the gross primary production is expressed in gC/m2. The first im-139
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Regular, monospecific stand Diverse, plurispecific stand
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Soil texture, stone content, depth

Stand-level processes

+ Stand-level processes

Individual-level processes

CASTANEA PDG-Arena

Climate (radiation, precipitation...) Climate (radiation, precipitation...)

Radiation balance using ray
tracing through 3D tree crowns

Radiative balance through
homogeneous leaf layers

Carbon model

Transpiration &          Water budget

  Water budget

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of the (a) CASTANEA and (b) PDG-Arena forest growth
models input and functioning. CASTANEA simulates the growth of a regular monospe-
cific stand whereas PDG-Arena simulates the dynamics of a diverse multispecific stand.
In CASTANEA, all processes, including radiation balance with the SAIL model, carbon
fluxes, trees transpiration and soil water budget are held at the stand level, on horizon-
tally homogeneous leaf layers. PDG-Arena takes advantage of CASTANEA carbon and
transpiration processes but hold them at the tree level, while a water budget is held
at the stand level. The radiative balance is handled by the SamsaraLight library which
casts light rays through a 3D representation of a trees crowns. Processes involving
competition between trees in PDG-Arena are shown in dashed boxes.
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Tree LAI
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Tree LAI
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a. b.

Figure 2: Difference in the representation of Leaf Area Index (LAI) between (a.) the
stand-scale model CASTANEA and (b.) the individual-based model PDG-Arena. Values
of leaf surface, soil surface and LAI are arbitrary.

provement of PDG-Arena over PDG is that the physiological processes simulate140

tree functioning instead of stand functioning (Figure 1b). To do so, physiological141

processes are related to individual trees crown projection surface rather than to142

the stand soil area. This paradigm shift implied changing the definition of some143

variables. As depicted in Figure 2, the Leaf Area Index (LAI) is now defined for144

each tree as the amount of leaf surface of a tree per m2 of soil under its crown.145

While the stand LAI in CASTANEA depends on the amount of gap fraction,146

individual tree LAI in PDG-Arena does not: a tree’s LAI only accounts for its leaf147

surface and its crown projection surface. The same reasoning applies to other148

physiological variables, such as carbon uptake, water transpiration, absorbed ra-149

diation, etc. Also, the Leaf Mass Area (LMA), as it depends on the amount of150

light intercepted by neighboring trees (Davi et al., 2008a), is computed at the151

individual level in PDG-Arena according to the vertical profile of the leaf area of152

neighboring trees (see Appendix A.1).153

The second improvement of PDG-Arena over PDG is that it integrates mech-154

anisms of competition for light and water between neighboring trees (see Figure155
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1b) by: (i) making trees share the same stand soil water pool and (ii) simulating156

the radiative balance using a ray tracing model.157

2.1.2. Competition for water158

Competition for water is a crucial element in the water dynamics of mixed159

stands. We modeled competition for water symmetrically between individuals,160

i.e., trees in the same plot all draw from the same water reservoir without spa-161

tial differentiation, either horizontal (distance between individuals) or vertical162

(depth). The assumption for no horizontal differentiation is justified here by the163

small area of the modeled plot.164

Every day of simulation, the stand-level volume of precipitation is divided165

into a portion that does not interact with the canopy – i.e., that falls directly166

to the ground – and another portion that reaches the canopy. The portion that167

interacts with the canopy is given by the proportion of soil that is directly under168

any tree crown. Then, this portion of precipitation is distributed among trees169

according to their respective leaf surface. For each tree, a calculation of drip,170

runoff, and precipitation passing through the crown is performed. Transpiration171

and crown evaporation of trees are calculated individually at the hourly time step172

using the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965), taking into account the173

energy absorbed by individual crowns (section 2.1.3). Stand soil evaporation is174

computed at the hourly level and homogeneously along the plot.175

Considering drip, runoff and water passing through the crowns on the one176

hand, and tree transpiration, canopy and soil evaporation and drainage on the177

other, a water balance is computed at the stand level each day (Table 1 and178

Figure 1b). Therefore, soil water status (soil moisture, litter moisture and soil179

potential) is the same for every tree within a plot on any given day.180
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2.1.3. Competition for light181

Competition for light in PDG-Arena is performed using SamsaraLight, a ray182

tracing library derived from Courbaud et al. (2003) and maintained on the Cap-183

sis modeling platform. The integration of SamsaraLight with the physiological184

model CASTANEA (which is partly inspired from the approach in the HETERO-185

FOR model, Jonard et al., 2020) is described here. PDG-Arena operates two186

executions of SamsaraLight each year: in the PAR (photosynthetically active187

radiations) domain and in the NIR (near infrared radiations) domain. For one188

execution, SamsaraLight generates every year a set of diffuse and direct beams,189

and computes their interception by tree crowns and soil cells. The simulated190

energy absorbed by crowns is then temporally distributed at the hourly scale.191

The energy absorbed by a crown is distributed among its five leaf layers, which192

are part of a CASTANEA model for each tree.193

Definition of crowns.194

Each tree is represented by a trunk and a crown occupying a volume in space.195

Trunks are ignored in the radiation balance, while the characteristics of crowns196

are defined by the following parameters:197

• the height of the tree h;198

• its crown base height, hcb;199

• its crown radius crownRadius;200

• its shape, which is considered as conical in the case of Fir and ellipsoidal201

in the case of Beech (shapes are vertically bounded by h and hcb and202

horizontally bounded by crownRadius);203
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• its leaf area density at period of full vegetation, denoted LAD, in m2 of204

leaf per m3 of crown volume;205

• its attenuation coefficient k;206

• its clumping index Ω defining the aggregation of the leaves inside the crown.207

Trees h and hcb are inputs of the model (section 2.2). Trees crown radius208

are determined using an allometric relationship based on species and diameter at209

breast height (DBH):210

crownRadius = βcrown + αcrown ×DBH (1)

αcrown and βcrown are species dependent parameters estimated on site at211

Mont Ventoux (unpublished data from one of the authors, H. Davi). Ω is species212

dependent and was measured on Mont Ventoux sites by Davi et al. (2008b). The213

LAD of a tree is the ratio of its maximum leaf area to its crown volume. The214

leaf area of a given tree i (denoted LAi) is determined as a portion of its stand215

leaf area (LAstand). All stand leaf surfaces were measured using Terrestrial Laser216

Scanning in the summers of 2022 and 2023 (unpublished data from one of the217

authors, C. Rouet). For every tree, its portion of leaf area is proportionnal to218

its theoretical leaf area LAth, which is given by an allometric equation based on219

species and DBH from Forrester et al. (2017b).220

The attenuation coefficient k depends on species, radiation domain, type of221

radiation (direct, diffuse) and beam height angle. Its value is determined using222

reverse-engineering of SAIL, the radiation sub-model in CASTANEA, as described223

in Appendix A.2.224
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Ray casting.225

SamsaraLight generates two set of beams. Firstly, diffuse rays are distributed226

in all the directions at regular interval of 5°. Secondly, direct rays are generated227

to follow the hourly trajectory of the sun for one virtual day per month. Each228

set of beams contains the energy of the entire year for both diffuse and direct229

radiation. The stand plot is subdivided into square cells of 1.5m width. All beams230

are replicated for each ground cell, aiming at the center of the cell.231

Once all the rays have been created, SamsaraLight performs the ray casting232

as described in Courbaud et al. (2003). For each ray, its energy is attenuated233

when it crosses an obstacle (in our case, a crown). The proportion of energy234

transmitted follows the formulation of the Beer-Lambert law:235

IT = I0e
−k×Ω×LAD×lp (2)

where lp is the path length of the ray in the crown and I0 is the energy of the236

beam before it intercepts the crown. Then, the energy absorbed by a crown IA237

is the complement of the transmitted energy:238

IA = I0 − IT (3)

Note that SamsaraLight does not take directly into account the reflection239

of light - which causes a loss of energy in the sky and a reabsorption of the240

energy reflected on the ground. These phenomena are taken into account when241

calculating the attenuation coefficient.242

After interception by a crown, the ray continues its course until it reaches243

either a new crown or a ground cell to which the remaining energy of the ray is244
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transmitted. At the end of the ray casting, we know for each crown and each245

soil cell the amount of direct and diffuse energy received in a year.246

Computation of hourly absorbed energy.247

The hourly absorbed radiation of any element is then computed using the ray248

casting on the one hand and the hourly incident radiation on the other hand.249

For each absorbing element i (a soil cell or a tree crown) and for each type of250

radiation (direct/diffused, PAR/NIR), the energy it absorbs at the hourly scale is251

given by the hourly incident radiation gr(h) and the fraction of energy absorbed252

annually by this element, IAy(i), divided by the total energy absorbed by all253

elements j over the year:254

IA(h, i) = gr(h)× IAy(i)∑
j IAy(j)

(4)

The value of IA(h, i) has then to be amended because the ray casting used255

values of LAD that assume trees were at their period of full vegetation. A surplus256

of energy is then removed afterward from each tree according to their daily level257

of leaf development. This surplus is redistributed into other trees and soil cells,258

as described in Appendix A.4.259

Distribution into layers.260

Within a real-life tree, some leaves can receive a large amount of light -261

which leads to a saturation of the photosynthesis capacities - while other leaves262

are in the shade. The saturation phenomenon (and more generally the concavity263

of the absorbed light-photosynthesis relation) forbids calculating photosynthesis264

by considering an average level of light absorption for the whole canopy: this265

would bias upwards the evaluation of photosynthesis (Leuning et al., 1995). In266
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CASTANEA, the energy absorbed by the canopy is therefore distributed into267

five layers of leaves, in which the absorbed energy is assumed to be relatively268

homogeneous. The layers are themselves divided between leaves in direct light269

(called sun leaves) and leaves in the shade. The distribution of energy into layers270

is described in Appendix A.3.271

2.2. Data set272

The simulations were evaluated at plot scale using dendrochonological data273

obtained on beech, fir and beech-fir stands from the French pre-Alps (GMAP274

forest plot design, Jourdan et al., 2019, 2020). The data set includes 39 plots of275

10 m radius distributed on three sites (Bauges, Ventoux, Vercors) as described276

in Table 2, and represents the annual growth dynamics of 1177 stems over the277

18-year period 1996-2013. Wood volume increments are obtained by multiplying278

the individual basal area increments by each tree height. Finally, we used the279

wood volume increments per stand to evaluate the simulations.280

Table 2: Characteristics of the stands used to evaluate the model. Mean value and stan-
dard deviation for each site (Bauges, Ventoux, Vercors, all) and composition (Mixed,
Beech, Fir, all) are shown for variables: number of stands, altitude (in m), mean diam-
eter at breast height per stand (in cm), density (in stem/ha), basal area (in m2/ha),
proportion of beech basal area (in %), mean age per stand, Leaf Area Index (in m2/m2).

Site / Composition N altitude mean DBH density basal area % beech mean age LAI

Bauges 10 1100± 101 28.7± 6.7 1030± 685 72± 14 0.53± 0.43 89± 16 3.0± 0.4
Vercors 14 1250± 101 32.3± 8.6 657± 275 56± 14 0.53± 0.38 118± 40 3.0± 0.8
Ventoux 15 1250± 126 22.1± 6.3 1450± 623 57± 13 0.50± 0.40 105± 47 2.9± 0.5

Mixed 13 1200± 131 26.2± 7.3 1080± 465 64± 13 0.46± 0.10 101± 29 2.6± 0.5
Beech 14 1230± 118 26.7± 10.3 1200± 794 56± 14 0.97± 0.05 119± 35 3.3± 0.6
Fir 12 1190± 139 29.8± 7.4 867± 578 62± 18 0.05± 0.07 94± 50 2.9± 0.6

all 39 1210± 126 27.5± 8.4 850± 632 60± 15 0.51± 0.39 105± 39 2.9± 0.6
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Field inventories include the position, height, crown base height, age, diam-281

eter and species of every tree with DBH greater than 7.5 cm in each of the 39282

stands. Hourly climate data (temperature, global radiation, wind speed, pre-283

cipitation and relative humidity) were obtained from the 8 km scale SAFRAN284

reanalysis dataset (Vidal et al., 2010) for the three sites and temperatures were285

adapted to each stand altitude using an adjustment of 0.6 °C/100m (Rolland,286

2003). Soil texture, depth and stone content were obtained for every stand287

(unpublished data from one of the authors, X. Morin).288

2.3. Simulation plan289

Using field inventories, we generated three sets of virtual inventories for PDG-290

Arena, following three levels of abstraction, denoted RN, RS and O. The first291

set represents regularized inventories with no species interactions (RN): for each292

species of each stand, we generated a new inventory with equally spaced trees of293

the same species, age, diameter and height. The simulation results using regular294

monospecific inventories generated from the same stand were then assembled295

relatively to the proportion of each species basal area. RN inventories can then be296

used to simulate the growth of multispecific stands, ignoring species interactions.297

The second set represents regularized inventories with species interactions (RS):298

trees of the same species share the same age, diameter and height. Plus, trees299

are regularly spaced in a random order, independently of the species. Lastly,300

original inventories (O) include the information of the real life dataset, that is:301

species, position, diameter and height of every individual trees. For each type302

of inventories representing the same stand (regularized or not, with or without303

species interactions), the mean quadratic diameter, volume per tree and tree age304

per species and the basal area were conserved.305
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CASTANEA was used as a reference model to evaluate the performance306

enhancement brought by PDG-Arena. We used regularized inventories with no307

species interactions (RN) for CASTANEA’s stand-scale simulations. It is to be308

noted that, contrary to PDG-Arena, CASTANEA does not account for the stand309

slope. Therefore, when comparing CASTANEA and PDG-Arena results (section310

3.1), the slope was put to zero in PDG-Arena inventories. In the other situations311

(sections 3.2 and 3.3), the slopes of the inventories simulated using PDG-Arena312

were those of the field data.313

To sum up, we simulated the growth of 39 stands over the 18-year period314

1996-2013, considering four modeling situations: RN, RS and O inventories with315

PDG-Arena on the one hand, and RN inventories with CASTANEA on the other316

hand. Tree reproduction and intraspecific diversity, which are characteristics of317

PDG and therefore PDG-Arena, were switched off for these simulations. Inven-318

tories, simulation results and the analysis script were deposited on the Zenodo319

repository platform (Rouet, 2024).320

2.4. Model evaluation321

To evaluate the similarity between each modeling situation, we used the322

gross primary production (GPP) as CASTANEA and PDG-Arena are carbon-323

based models. We computed the coefficient of correlation (r, from -1 to 1) for324

the simulated GPP per stand between the four situations of simulation.325

To evaluate the performance of the models against field measurements, we326

used the simulated wood volume increment per stand. We computed the Mean327

Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) and the coefficient of determination (r2, from328

0 to 1) between simulations and measurements. A low MAPE indicates that329

simulated wood production is on average close to measured production. A r2330
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close to 1 shows a good capacity of the model to predict the stand production331

variability.332

Lastly, we evaluated the net biodiversity effect (NBE) to informs us about the333

presence of physiological processes that are caused by species mixing. It is defined334

as the difference for a variable between its observed value in mixed stands and its335

predicted value based on the hypothesis that there is no complementarity effect336

between species (Loreau, 2010). Here, we compared the value of a simulated337

variable with PDG-Arena using RS and RN inventories. The NBE was evaluated338

on GPP, canopy absorbance, transpiration rate and water shortage level (defined339

as the maximum difference reached during simulation between the current and340

full useful reserve, in mm). The NBE was tested against the null hypothesis341

using two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test.342

3. Results343

3.1. Comparison of the simulation modalities344

Using regularized inventories with no species interactions (RN), CASTANEA345

and PDG-Arena showed similar predictions for the stand-level GPP, as represented346

in Figure 3. The coefficient of correlation between the two models was estimated347

at 99.6%. Moreover, as shown in Table 3, which compares the 4 modeling348

situations based on the coefficient of determination, PDG-Arena was closer to349

CASTANEA when using regularized stands and when species interactions were350

disabled.351

3.2. Modeling performance352

Performances of CASTANEA’s and PDG-Arena’s simulations against mea-353

sured wood volume increment per stand are reported in Table 4. Firstly, PDG-354
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Figure 3: Gross primary production (GPP) per stand simulated by PDG-Arena and
CASTANEA. Regularized inventories with no species interactions (RN) were used. r is
the correlation coefficient.

Table 3: Matrix of similarity between simulated GPP from CASTANEA and PDG-Arena
using different types of inventories: ’RN’ (regularized with no species interactions),
’RS’ (regularized with species interactions) and ’O’ (original inventories). Similarity
is expressed using the correlation coefficient (in %) of the simulated gross primary
production for the 39 stands over the 1996-2013 period.

CASTANEA PDG-Arena PDG-Arena PDG-Arena
(RN) (RN) (RS) (O)

CASTANEA (RN) 100.0 - - -
PDG-Arena (RN) 99.6 100.0 - -
PDG-Arena (RS) 98.4 99.0 100.0 -
PDG-Arena (O) 96.5 97.4 98.4 100.0
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Table 4: Evaluation of the performances of PDG-Arena and CASTANEA. Coefficient
of determination (r2, in %) and Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE, in %) were
computed for the simulated versus measured yearly wood volume increment per stand
over the period 1996-2013. Inventories are characterized as: ’RN’ (regularized with
no species interactions), ’RS’ (regularized with species interactions) and ’O’ (original
inventories).

Set Model Inventories r2 MAPE

All stands

CASTANEA RN 17.6 44.0
PDG-Arena RN 18.4 43.0
PDG-Arena RS 19.0 43.2
PDG-Arena O 20.9 40.5

Mixed

CASTANEA RN 40.2 36.4
PDG-Arena RN 40.3 37.8
PDG-Arena RS 43.1 38.9
PDG-Arena O 50.1 34.1

Beech pure

CASTANEA RN 22.0 53.1
PDG-Arena RN 21.6 51.6
PDG-Arena RS 21.6 51.9
PDG-Arena O 36.2 47.0

Fir pure

CASTANEA RN 7.8 41.5
PDG-Arena RN 12.5 38.5
PDG-Arena RS 11.5 37.8
PDG-Arena O 12.9 40.0
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Arena gave slightly better performances than CASTANEA on comparable inven-355

tories, i.e. RN inventories (r2 18.4 vs 17.6%, MAPE 43.0 vs 44.0%). Using the356

original stand dataset (O), PDG-Arena performed better than CASTANEA (r2357

20.9% vs 17.6%, MAPE 40.5% vs 44.0%), with particularly better predictions358

for mixed (r2 50.1 vs 40.2%, MAPE 34.1 vs 36.4%) and beech stands (r2 36.2359

vs 22.0%, MAPE 47.0 vs 53.1%). Both PDG-Arena using O inventories and360

CASTANEA using RN inventories had poor prediction capacity for the fir stands,361

although PDG-Arena performed better than CASTANEA (r2 at 12.9% vs 7.8%).362

The mean absolute error was larger for beech stands, moderate for fir stands and363

lower for mixed stands: respectively, 53.1%, 41.5% and 36.4% for CASTANEA364

and 47.0%, 40.0% and 34.1% for PDG-Arena using O inventories.365

Activation of species interactions in PDG-Arena (RS vs RN inventories) en-366

hanced the r2 on mixed stands (43.1 vs 40.3%) but also slightly increased the367

mean absolute error (38.9 vs 37.8%). Using original instead of regularized in-368

ventories (O vs RS), PDG-Arena gave better performances on mixed (r2 50.1369

vs 43.1%, MAPE 34.1 vs 38.9%) and beech (r2 36.2 vs 21.6%, MAPE 47.0 vs370

51.9%) stands and similar performance on fir stands (r2 12.9 vs 11.5%, MAPE371

40 vs 37.8%).372

3.3. Net biodiversity effect373

The GPP and canopy absorbance simulated by PDG-Arena in mixed stands374

are represented in Figure 4 for RN, RS and O inventories. Additionally, Figure B.7375

shows the maximum water shortage and yearly transpiration rate. Comparison of376

simulations with RS and RN inventories showed a positive net biodiversity effect377

on GPP (1180 vs 1110 gC/m2/year; p-value < 0.001) and canopy absorbance378

(0.332 vs 0.302; p-value < 0.001), but also on canopy transpiration (171 vs 150379
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mm; p-value < 0.001) and maximum water shortage (74.8 vs 67.6 mm; p-value380

< 0.001). The mixing effect, i.e. the fact of simulating species in interaction381

instead of separately, thus increased the GPP and canopy absorbance of 6.1%382

and 10.1% respectively, and also increased the transpiration and water shortage383

of 14.0% and 10.7%, respectively.384

The structure effect (evaluated by comparing O and RS inventories on all 39385

stands, not shown here) slightly decreased the GPP (1180 vs 1220 gC/m2/year;386

p-value < 10-4) and canopy absorbance (0.316 % vs 0.330%; p-value < 10-4).387

Transpiration also showed a slight decrease (167 vs 172 mm; p-value < 10-4)388

and maximum water shortage showed no significant variation (74.7 vs 75.5 mm;389

p-value > 0.05).390

4. Discussion391

Given the paucity of forest growth models simulating ecophysiological pro-392

cesses at the individual scale, we developed the individual-based model PDG-393

Arena from the stand-scale model CASTANEA in order to simulate mixed forests.394

PDG-Arena was built with the idea of observing and understanding the proper-395

ties that emerge in multispecific stands. It uses on the one hand a physiological396

model parameterized for monospecific stands and on the other hand an individual397

scale structure that allows trees to interact - the interaction being more of less398

competitive depending on the functional traits of the individuals and species.399

We showed that PDG-Arena was able to reproduce the behavior of CAS-400

TANEA when simulating regularized inventories with no species interactions.401

Thus, the increase in complexity of PDG-Arena, made necessary in order to402

simulate the functioning and interactions of distinct trees, was not at the cost403
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Figure 4: Gross primary production (GPP) and canopy absorbance simulated by PDG-
Arena for 13 mixed stands. Three types of inventories were used: regularized inventories
with no species interactions (RN), regularized inventories with species interactions (RS)
and original inventories (O). Two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test was used (**: p-value
< 0.01, ***: p-value < 0.001).
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of decreased performance at the stand scale. PDG-Arena, in comparison to404

CASTANEA, is able to account for stands’ irregular structure and diversity in405

species and showed better performance, particularly on beech (r2 +14.2 per-406

centage points) and mixed stands (r2 +9.9 percentage points). Moreover, as407

shown by the simulations using different types of inventories, the improvement408

in simulating stand growth is explained by both the integration of interspecific409

interactions and the use of the original stand structure.410

The performance of both CASTANEA and PDG-Arena at predicting the vari-411

ability of fir stands productivity remained poor (r2 < 13%). This can possibly be412

explained by the presence of three fir stands from the Bauges site that showed413

particularly large measured growth, a pattern that was not predicted by the mod-414

els (see Figures B.5 and B.6). The mismatch could result from the time elapsed415

between the year of measured growth (1996-2013) and the year of measurement416

of the Leaf Area Index (2022 for the Bauges site), that drives CASTANEA phys-417

iological processes. The value of LAI we measured reflects recent extreme hot418

and dry events (Rakovec et al., 2022) that the growth data necessarily did not419

capture.420

Interestingly, a positive and significant net biodiversity effect was observed in421

PDG-Arena simulations on gross primary productivity by comparing simulations422

with interacting species to equivalent simulations with species in isolation. The423

simulated overyielding can be attributed to an improvement of canopy absorbance424

due to species mixing (Figure 4). Leaf area being equal between each simulation425

modality for the same stand, the increased light absorption is explained by a426

greater occupation of the aerial space in mixed stands, an effect known as canopy427

packing and that has been observed on a variety of mixed forests across Europe428
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(Jucker et al., 2015; Pretzsch, 2019). Here, the mixing effect was tested on429

regularized inventories, which means that trees had the same diameter per species430

and were regularly spaced. Therefore, only vertical stratification, and no crown431

plasticity could emerge in the simulation Jucker et al. (2015).432

In addition, species mixing increased the yearly water shortage, due to in-433

creased transpiration (Figure B.7). This confirms the idea that the nature of434

the diversity-functioning relationship in forests strongly depends on the limiting435

resources (Forrester, 2014). According to our simulations, promoting diverse436

stands could maximize light interception Jucker et al. (2015) but would also in-437

crease transpiration, which would be detrimental in water-stressed sites. The use438

of an individual-based and process-based model such as PDG-Arena, in combi-439

nation with the measurements of physiological traits in mixed stands could help440

better understand the relationship between tree diversity, stand productivity and441

resistance to water stress.442

One limit of this study was the nature of the data used to evaluate the model.443

Tree growth is an integrative measure that results from carbon, water and light444

uptake, whereas CASTANEA is calibrated using CO2 fluxes, (Dufrêne et al.,445

2005). Moreover, the modeling of carbon allocation, which plays a decisive role446

in simulating wood growth, can still be improved (Davi et al., 2009; Merganičová447

et al., 2019). Additionally, the climate was parameterized at the site scale instead448

of the stand scale, although climatic variables such as precipitation could vary449

between stands due to local topography.450

PDG-Arena can be developed further for simulating even more finely inter-451

specific interactions. Firstly, the modeling of the soil does not let individual trees452

uptake water from different sources whether horizontally or vertically, although453
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this has been proven to occur and be a factor of species differentiation (Schume454

et al., 2004). Although in our case, the distribution of trees over a small area455

(a few meters) may allow us to neglect horizontal heterogeneity, an effort should456

be made to differentiate access to the soil water resource according to the state457

of the trees (age, size) but also according to interspecific differences. Secondly,458

we did not implement phenotypic plasticity, which plays a significant role in the459

functioning of mixed forests (Pretzsch, 2019; Dieler and Pretzsch, 2013; Jucker460

et al., 2015). Thus, our model can only simulate the vertical stratification of461

crowns, but not their morphological adaptation to their local competitor (see,462

for example, Jonard et al., 2020 and Morin et al., 2021). Finally, the radiative463

model of PDG-Arena does not directly simulate intra-annual variation in light464

competition, which could be caused by species differences in leaf phenology.465

In conclusion, the new individual-based model PDG-Arena we developed can466

accurately simulate the interactions between trees in monospecific and mixed467

stands and predict their productivity. Compared to CASTANEA, PDG-Arena468

showed improved predictive capability for beech and mixed beech-fir forests. As469

PDG-Arena simulates the competition for water and light between trees with no470

preconceived ideas about the direction of interspecific interaction (from competi-471

tion to complementarity), it can be used to test specific hypotheses about mixed472

forests and better understand the diversity-functioning relationship in forests un-473

der contrasted scenarios. For example, one could explore the following outstand-474

ing questions, keeping in mind that the answers are largely dependent on the475

species identities (Ratcliffe et al., 2015) and on each resource scarcity in a given476

environment (Forrester et al., 2017a): is overyielding more likely to occur in less477

productive sites? (Toïgo et al., 2015) Can overyielding increase water stress in478
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mixed stands? (Forrester et al., 2016) Lastly, being made on the basis of a479

physio-demo-genetics model, PDG-Arena is suitable to evaluate the evolutionary480

dynamics of functional traits under various biotic (stand composition, density481

and structure) and abiotic (soil, climate) constraints, as intraspecific diversity is482

a major adaptive force in natural tree populations (Lefèvre et al., 2014; Oddou-483

Muratorio et al., 2020).484
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Appendix A. Supplementary description of PDG-Arena501

Appendix A.1. Computing of Leaf Mass per Area502

The Leaf Mass per Area (LMA) is a key physiological parameter defining the503

mass per unit area of leaves (g/m2). LMA varies both in time during leaf growth504

and in space: leaf mass gain is indeed favored by the light level, resulting in an505

exponentially decreasing distribution of LMA across the canopy from top to bot-506

tom. In the CASTANEA model, which assumes that the stand is homogeneous507

and monospecific, the LMA decay follows an exponential distribution according508

to an attenuation coefficient kLMA for each species:509

LMA(LAIabove) = LMA0 × ekLMA×LAIabove (A.1)

LAIabove is given by the position of the considered layer within the canopy.510

The average LMA within a layer is then obtained by integrating LMA(LAIabove)511

within the layer vertical boundaries. LMA0 and kLMA depend on the species512

and describe the decrease in LMA within the canopy, which itself depends on the513

decrease in light intensity within the canopy.514

In the case of the PDG-Arena model, the canopy is more structurally complex515

than in CASTANEA and can include several species with different kLMA. Then,516

the LMA of each crown is defined according to its position within the global517

canopy, taking all trees into account and using the same equation as A.1. Here,518

LAIabove is computed as the sum of the LAI from the different crowns that519

are located above the considered layer of leaves. It should be noted that the520

model is not completely accurate given that the parameter kLMA is species-521

dependent, although the leaves taken into account in LAIabove potentially come522
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from another species. However, this method does represent the phenomenon of523

light attenuation which is specific to each individual.524

Appendix A.2. Estimation of the attenuation coefficient with reverse-engineering525

In order to know the value of the attenuation coefficients of each species526

in PDG-Arena, a preliminary simulation is carried out following the CASTANEA527

model to take advantage of the SAIL, its radiation balance sub-model (Dufrêne528

et al., 2005). The preliminary simulation is performed for each species on a529

monospecific and regularized inventory (RN inventory, see section 2.3). We530

define the attenuation coefficient k1 at a given time as a function of the incident531

energy I0, the energy transmitted by the vegetation It, and the Leaf Area Index532

LAI, following a Beer-Lambert model:533

It = I0exp
−k1×LAI (A.2)

which is equivalent to:534

k1 =
1

LAI
× log

(I0
It

)
(A.3)

where It is defined at any time as the difference between the incident energy and535

the energy absorbed by the vegetation.536

The coefficient of attenuation which is used in SamsaraLight, denoted k2,537

is not of the same nature as k1. Indeed, in equation A.2, we multiply k1 to538

the LAI (considering an infinite, horizontally homogeneous, leaf layer) while539

SamsaraLight multiplies k2 to the Leaf Area Density LAD and the beam path540

length within a finite, volumetric crown (see equation 2). Then, to go from one541

to the other, we must multiply k1 by sin(β) (with β the angle of height of the542
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sun):543

k2 = sin(β)× k1 = sin(β)× 1

LAI
× log

(I0
It

)
(A.4)

The coefficient k2 depends on the height of the sun, but also on the fre-544

quency domain of the radiation. Indeed, the attenuation coefficient takes into545

account both the extinction of the rays (defined by the leaf and crown geometry)546

and the absorption by the leaves which depends on the light frequency. In the547

following calculations, we distinguish the PAR (photosynthetically active radia-548

tions) domain for which the absorption is maximized and the NIR (near infrared549

radiations) domain. It is assumed that these two domains represent the bulk550

of the incident radiation. To sum up, the attenuation coefficient depends on551

the species (leaf angle distribution and absorbance rate), the type of radiation552

(PAR/NIR, direct/diffuse) and the height angle (β).553

Based on the results of the preliminary CASTANEA simulation, which exe-554

cutes a radiation balance using the SAIL model, we infer the value of the atten-555

uation coefficients of the plot for direct and diffuse radiations. In the preliminary556

simulation, we know for direct rays the value of the height angle β at any hour.557

For diffuse rays, by definition β takes every value between 0 and π/2 at any hour,558

so we can’t use the height angle information.559

Direct Rays.560

For direct radiation, we estimate an attenuation coefficient for each species by561

discriminating the PAR and NIR and defining 20 classes of attenuation coefficient562

corresponding to classes of height angle β, equally distributed between 0 and π/2.563

For each i class of β, we performed an average on the attenuation coefficients564
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observed during the preliminary simulation for direct radiations:565

kdir(i) =
∑
hi

[
sin(β(hi))×

1

LAI(hi)
× log

(I0dir(hi)

Itdir(hi)

)]
× 1

n(hi)
(A.5)

kdir(i) is the mean attenuation coefficient computed from the preliminary566

simulation results, for direct radiation of the height angle class i (which includes567

n(hi) hours). For a given hour of the year hi and sun angle β(hi), LAI(hi) is568

the daily Leaf Area Index of the plot, I0dir(hi), the incident direct energy and569

Itdir(hi) is the direct energy transmitted through canopy.570

Diffuse Radiation.571

For diffuse radiation, we discriminate the attenuation coefficient according572

to the species and radiation domain only. The attenuation coefficient for diffuse573

light kdif is assumed to be constant for any sun height angle. To switch from574

one formulation of the Beer-Lambert law to the other (equation A.4), a value of575

β is nevertheless needed. We note that the distribution of the diffuse rays along576

the β height angles is uniform. Then, we use sin(β), the average of sin(β) for577

β going from 0 to π/2 (which is about 0.637). For a species and a radiative578

domain, we compute an average on every day of year of the observed attenuation579

coefficient during the preliminary simulation:580

kdif =
∑
j

[
sin(β)× 1

LAI(j)
× log

(I0dif (j)
Itdif (j)

)]
× 1

365
(A.6)

with, for the day j, LAI(j) the Leaf Area Index, I0dif (j) the incident diffuse581

energy and Itdif (j) is the diffuse energy transmitted through canopy.582
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Appendix A.3. Distribution of radiations into canopy layers and into sun and583

shade leaves584

In CASTANEA, the energy absorbed by the canopy is distributed into five585

layers of leaves, which are themselves divided into leaves in direct light (called586

sun leaves) and leaves in the shade. We present here how PDG-Arena operates587

the distribution of the absorbed energy by individual crowns.588

Proportion of sun leaves of a tree.589

The proportion of sun leaves of a crown, i.e., of its leaves subjected to direct590

radiation, is given by a formula borrowed from the HETEROFOR model (Jonard591

et al., 2020). Two factors define the shading received by the leaves of a tree:592

on the one hand, the external shading provided by the competing trees, given by593

the proportion pSunext; on the other hand, the internal shading provided by the594

own leaves of a tree, given by the proportion pSunint.595

The shading provided by the competitors is given by the ratio of the direct596

energy incident on the tree Id0(aboveTree) to the direct energy incident on the597

stand Id0(aboveCanopy):598

pSunext =
Id0(aboveTree)

Id0(aboveCanopy)
(A.7)

The second quotient to be evaluated is the proportion of the tree’s leaves599

shaded by its own leaves. The shading by the leaves of the tree itself follows600

the same evolution as the direct radiation within the tree, that is to say a Beer-601

Lambert law:602

pSun(l) = p(0)× exp−kdirl (A.8)

where pSun(l) is the proportion of sun leaves remaining after the radiation603
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passes through the crown, with l the cumulative LAI encountered by the passing604

beam and kdir the tree extinction coefficient for direct PAR. p(0) = 1 is the pro-605

portion of sun leaves at the crown entrance ignoring leaves shaded by neighboring606

trees.607

We can compute LAIsun−int, the amount of leaves that are not shaded by608

leaves of the same tree. To do this, we need to integrate p(l) for l ranging from609

0 to LAI, the Leaf Area Index of the tree:610

LAIsun−int =

∫ LAI

0

p(l)dl

=

∫ LAI

0

e−kdirldl

=
[e−kdirl

−kdir

]LAI

0

=
1− e−kdirLAI

kdir

(A.9)

Thus, pSunint = LAIsun−int/LAI represents the proportion of leaf remain-611

ing in the light when shaded by the tree’s own leaves.612

Finally, the proportion of sun leaves of a tree is pSuntree = pSunext ×613

pSunint.614

615

Distribution of radiations by layer.616

If SamsaraLight allows us to know the amount of energy absorbed per tree617

according to each domain (PAR/NIR) and type of energy (direct/diffused), noted618

Etree, it does not allow us to distribute this amount between layers, differentiating619

leaves with high interception and leaves with low interception. Firstly, we divide620

the leaf surface of a tree in n equal-sized layers, and we assume that the radiative621
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characteristics are homogeneous within a layer. We define a distribution function622

fi, that determines Ei, the amount of energy that is absorbed from layer i:623

Ei = Etree ×
fi∑
n fi

(A.10)

We assume that the distribution fi is affected by the light interception from624

leaf surface that is located above the layer (whether it belongs to other trees or625

to the same tree). Then, we define a simple stand-scale model that describes626

the level of energy transmitted through the stand using a Beer-Lambert law. At627

any level of height located under a quantity of leaves LAIabove, the proportion628

of light transmitted through these leaves is:629

plight(LAIabove) = e−kst×LAIabove (A.11)

with kst the stand level attenuation coefficient. LAIabove is calculated by630

counting the amount of leaves above the leaf layer under consideration, knowing631

the position and shape of each individual. A homogeneous distribution of leaf632

density within each individual crown is assumed. We do not consider the slope633

in this calculation, i.e., only the height of the trees defines whether the leaves of634

one tree are higher than those of another.635

Finally, to calculate fi, the fraction of energy absorbed by any layer i of a636

crown, we compute the average value of plight inside the layer by integrating it637

within its boundaries LAIabove(i− 1) and LAIabove(i):638
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fi =

∫ LAIabove(i)

LAIabove(i−1)
e−kstLAIabovedLAIabove

LAIabove(i)− LAIabove(i− 1)

⇐⇒

fi =
e−kstLAIabove(i−1) − e−kstLAIabove(i)

kst(LAIabove(i)− LAIabove(i− 1))

(A.12)

The proportion fi is computed for each type of radiation (direct/diffuse and639

PAR/NIR).640

641

Appendix A.4. Reduction of absorbed radiations in SamsaraLight642

In SamsaraLight standard mode, the foliage is assumed to be at its maximum643

during the whole process. Thus, the energy absorbed by the trees when their leaf644

area is in reality lower must be revised downwards, especially for deciduous trees,645

which lose all their foliage in autumn. For each individual, a ratio depending on646

its LAI is computed each day to represent the evolution of its absorption level647

from 0 to 1. The level of absorption is supposed to follow the dynamic of the648

Beer-Lambert law:649

ratioLAI =
1− e−k×LAI

1− e−k×LAImax
(A.13)

For each radiation domain, k is the attenuation coefficient of a tree and650

ratioLAI is applied to its absorbed energy to take off the surplus. Neverthe-651

less, the removed energy must be redistributed, because if it had not been in-652

tercepted, this energy would have been distributed among the other absorbing653

elements (crowns or soil cells). At this point, it is no longer possible to know to654

which element the energy should be distributed. Then, the extracted energy is655
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Figure B.5: Simulated versus measured Wood Volume Increment per stand for the
CASTANEA model. r is the correlation coefficient.

redistributed to all absorbing elements, proportionally to their level of absorbed656

energy (after reduction according to LAI), which represents their relative inter-657

ception capacity.658

Appendix B. Supplementary figures659

Figures B.5 and B.6 show the simulated versus measured wood volume in-660

crement per stand for the 39 stands using the CASTANEA model and the PDG-661

Arena model (with O inventories), respectively.662

Figure B.7 shows the maximum water shortage during an average year (i.e.663

the maximum difference reached during a year between the current and full useful664

reserve, in mm) and yearly transpiration simulated by PDG-Arena for 13 mixed665
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Figure B.6: Simulated versus measured Wood Volume Increment per stand for the
PDG-Arena model using original inventories. r is the correlation coefficient.
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Figure B.7: Maximum water shortage during an average year and yearly transpiration
simulated by PDG-Arena for 13 mixed stands.Three types of inventories were used:
regularized inventories with no species interactions (RN), regularized inventories with
species interactions (RS) and original inventories (O). Two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank
test was used (***: p-value < 0.001).

stands using RN, RS and O inventories.666
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